
MULI - millimeter precision
The MULI stacker and un-stacker 
comes up trumps on machine 
tools or during work in shelves.

Once it has been adjusted 
to the correct level the MULI 
automatically adjusts itself to the 
desired height. 

An ultrasonic sensor 
controls the unit and 
high-quality electric 
motors ensure the safe 
raising and lowering of 
the pallets. 
Euro-pallets can be 
carried crosswise or 
lengthwise.

Palletlift - the complete pallet 
Components placed on pallets can be quickly 
and easily raised or lowered to the 
desired working height with the pallet lift. 

The pallets are raised 
electrohydraulically.
 
The pallet lift really 
comes into its own at 
varying service positions.

TransLift - for larger tasks
Their great stability and very sturdy design make TransLift 
lifter tables the ideal solution wherever heavy loads have to be 
raised to the desired height.

Low-noise hydraulic motors move the single or double-scissors 
mechanism and make sure that the load is transported not 
only accurately but also carefully.

Twin-scissors lifter table with horizontal scissors 
offer working surfaces of 5,000 x 1,300 mm and can lift up to 
6,000 kg.

Further information?
All of the products in the Bergo-Line 
range, shown here with the most 
important data, are described in greater 
detail in comprehensive brochures.

Please send for these documents or 
contact us directly. 

We will be pleased to provide detailed 
information or make suggestions as 
to how you can optimize operational 
procedures in your company and thus 
improve the ergonomics and increase 
effi ciency.

Visit out Internet site

www.beck-maschinenbau.de

for further information.

Reinhold Beck 
Maschinenbau GmbH
Im Grund 23
D-72505 Krauchenwies
Phone +49(0)7576 962978-0
Fax +49(0)7576 962978-90
info@beck-maschinenbau.de
www.beck-maschinenbau.de

Bergo-Line

Lifting capacity          1,300 / 1,800 (optional) kg
Lifting height                                       1,000 mm
Electrical connection                               400 V / 50 Hz  

Lifting capacity          1,000 kg
Lifting height             830 mm

Lifting capacity                        500 -12,000 kg
Lifting height            550 - 3,000 mm
Platform size        900 x 650 - 5,000 x 1,300 mm
Electrical connection                                       415 V / 50 Hz  

All models in the 
Translift series 
can also be 

installed counter-
sunk to the fl oor on 

request. This increases 
fl exibility at the place of 
work.

Vertical twin-scissors 
lifter tables 
can overcome 

heights of up to 
4,500 mm.
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Bergo-Line 

work ergonomically

act economically.     



Bergo-Line

Orthopedic specialists are amongst 
the most frequently visited doctors by 
working people.

They usually have to deal with damage 
or injuries to the spine, shoulder and 
wrist that can become very painful 
over time and generally lead to long 
absences from work.

Occupational health physicians know 
that it is not just high loads that 
damage the musculoskeletal system.
Even regular light work and above 
all unaccustomed postures have a 
negative effect.

This type of situation is often the 
rule in production, assembly and 
maintenance.

Investments that really pay off

Investigations have shown that 3 
minutes can be saved every hour at 
ergonomically optimized workplaces – 
5,520 minutes every year.
At a wage of 0.50 euros per minute 
the savings amount to 2,760 euros per 
employee and year. 
And this does not take into account the 
costs of absenteeism and failures due 
to illness.

Ergonomically 
optimized products 
from Reinhold Beck 
Maschinenbau GmbH 
– that’s Bergo-Line.  
Workbenches and 
devices and a clear 
philosophy that 
make work more 
comfortable and 
economical.

Ergonomics and economics SUPPORTER - a fi ne place to work
A large work surface, sturdy base 
and easy adjustability – 
the SUPPORTER 
is one of the most 
obliging employees 
a company can have.  

Not only does it bear the 
weight of the component 
being processed, the 
infi nitely variable height 
adjustment also brings the 
working platform to a 
comfortable height for work 
quickly and easily.

The design 
of the base 
means that it 
won’t topple over 
and also offers a 
practical storage 
space.

The 
SUPPORTER 
has castors that 
make it mobile and 
independent of supply lines.

Optionally available quick-clamp systems can be swiveled 
under the work surface if required to save space.

NIVEAU - for light and heavy loads
Height-adjustable workbenches from the NIVEAU series can 
be used for a wide range of purposes. You can choose from 
various platform sizes and carrying capacities up to 2,000 
kg, thus enabling a customization to the component, 
manufacturing sequences and 
spatial conditions. 

A 
standalone 
hydraulic 
unit that can 
be easily operated 
with a foot pedal 
takes care 
of the height 
adjustment.

 Generously dimen-
sioned and in part 

braked castors ensure the 
fi rm stand. An optional locking 
device is also available on 

request. 

The basic version 
can be adapted to 

the various uses with 
different platform versions 

TEAMER - just get on up

TEAMER is the partner 
of choice wherever loads 
have to be raised to a 
certain height.  

The mini-lifter brings 
pallets or individual 
components to the 
desired height at the 
press of a button and is 
electronically controlled.

Lifting capacity AM  500        500 kg
     AM 1200   1200 kg
Platform base frame L x E     1,460 x 740 mm
Height      670 mm
Lifting height     300 mm
Max. height     970 mm
Designs:  worktop surfaces of beech wood multiplex 
  panel, beech wood multiplex perforated 
  panel, perforated metal panel S 4.
Accessories:        different quick fi xing devices
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Lifting capacity                300 - 2,000 kg
Platform L x W min. 1,000 x 600 / max 2,000 x 1,000 mm
Height           400 / 450 / 500 mm
Lifting height                 540 / 610 / 700 / 800 mm
Max. height                   940 / 1,010 / 1,050 / 1,300 mm

Designs: work surface of beech multiplex panel, beech wood 
multiplex perforated panel, shuttering panel, joiner‘s beech 
worktop, work top with drawers, perforated metal panel S 4, 
sheet metal board, roller conveyors, tilting device, locking 
device, etc.          

This takes the strain  off workers’ 
backs and optimizes operational 
procedures.
The TEAMER gets its energy from high-
power battery packs, thus making 
it independent of supply lines. 
The TEAMER has a fi rm stand and 
sturdy construction.

Lift. capacity  60 - 240 kg 
Lift. height      1,500 / 1,750 mm
Standard        with lifting cradle and  
          adapter plate
Optional       - U-shaped lift fork support
                     - U-shpaed lift fork 
                        support with plastic plate
        - U-shaped lift fork 
                        support with plastic 
                        plate and hinged lift forks


